I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC Tunnel Jucntions (MTJs) represent one of the most interesting structures in the field of spintronics and quantum electronics. They find many applications such as nonvolatile memory and hard drive read heads for high-density memories. On the other hand, the discovery of the spin-transfer torque phenomena [1] , [2] opened a plenty of new scenarios for the use of MTJs. In particular MgO-based MTJs, besides their application as STT-magnetic memories, are at the basis of extremely promising devices for microwave generation and detection: 1) the spin-transfer-nano-oscillator [3] , [4] and 2) the spin-torque-diode (STD) [5] - [9] .
With respect to the latter application, recent experiments have demonstrated that nanoscale MTJs can rectify microwave signals and can work as microwave signal detectors. The rectified voltage is produced by the nonlinear coupling between the magnetoresistance oscillating at microwave frequency due to the precession of the MTJ magnetization and the applied microwave signal. The maximum rectified voltage is observed when the frequency of the microwave signal is equal to the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency of the MTJ magnetization. This is one reason to characterize the FMR of MTJ devices, to individuate the frequency range of maximum sensibility.
The FMR is computed as magnetic response to a radio frequency (RF) magnetic field or spin transfer torque. In the last scenario, an oscillating current is applied to resonantly excite the magnetic precession. In MTJs, the oscillation of the magnetization gives rise to a tunneling magnetoresistive signal which oscillates at the same frequency. By sweeping the frequency of the microwave current, the maximum output signal of the rectified voltage produced is expected when the frequency is close to the resonance frequency, while a Manuscript received March 7, 2014 very small signal is expected at frequencies far from the resonance frequency [5] , [10] . A similar procedure is reproduced in numerical experiments using micromagnetic modeling: a sinusoidal excitation is applied to the structure for a certain long time and the steady-state amplitude of the magnetization oscillation is considered. By repeating the simulations several times at different frequencies, the curve of the FMR can be reconstructed. Here, we study the possibility to use a broad band excitation, to characterize the FMR in a single measurement. Precisely, we test the method by executing micromagnetic analysis of two main structures: a standard MTJ structure, described in [11] and [12] , and a three-terminal MTJ structure deposited on a Tantalum strip that exhibits giant spin Hall effect (SHE), [13] - [15] . Among the possible wideband excitation waveforms, the use of chirp signals has been preferred for two main reasons: 1) it allows all the frequency range of interest to be spanned continuously with a single shot excitation and 2) it allows the behavior of the MTJ as STD to be studied in the presence of a complex excitation widely used in microwave radar and communications for its peculiar characteristics.
As described in the following section, the chirp signal is characterized by an instantaneous frequency that can be defined to follow any continuous path in the time-frequency plane. By limiting ourselves to linearly span the range of interest, it is possible to associate with each excitation time a single frequency value and therefore a frequency analysis, i.e. the FMR analysis, can be executed by a time-domain processing. This method is called chirp spectroscopy and it could lead to a drastic reduction of the measurement time needed to characterize the FMR, both from an experimental and a numerical point of view.
The MTJ-based STDs have been recently used for on-chip microwave interferometers to measure not only the magnitude of a microwave field, but also the relative phase between the electric field E and the magnetic field B [16] . The interferometry device developed opens the realization of several microwaves imaging procedures using both sinusoidal and multifrequency signals. Chirp excitation could be 0018-9464 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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extremely useful in this perspective for its well-known spectral and auto-correlation properties that made chirp one of the most used waveform for pulse-compression applications [17] . Moreover, the frequency modulated continuous wave protocol [18] developed for chirp signal well fits with the spintronic interferometry proposed in [16] and [19] . The characterization of the magnetization dynamics of an MTJ device excited by a chirp signal, either current or field, it is therefore of interest. At the same time, the capability to identify the FMR in several structures represents a fundamental tool to study the physics of many processes, for instance the determination of the SHE angle [17] , [18] , the dynamics of spin waves, and so on.
II. CHIRP SIGNAL
A generic chirp signal, defined in the time interval ∈ [0, T ], is represented by
where A is the signal amplitude, f 0 is the central frequency, f is the signal bandwidth, x(τ ) is a smooth monotonic signal taking values x(0) = −1 and x(T ) = 1, and (t) is the resultant phase function. If (t) is a linear function, we retrieve the standard definition of a sinusoidal signal, while when (t) is non-linear, the resulting signal is harmonic, but with a not unique oscillation frequency. In particular, unless a constant phase term, any chirp signal is completely characterized by its instantaneous frequency trajectory f ist (t), which is related to the phase function (t) by
The concept of the instantaneous frequency is of utmost importance in chirp design since from the trajectory of f ist (t) also the spectral content of the signal can be derived [22] . With respect to the measure of the FMR, we exploited linear chirp signals that exhibit an instantaneous frequency varying with the rule:
If f 2 > f 1 an UP chirp is obtained, conversely for f 2 < f 1 the chirp is named DOWN. By the definition of the instantaneous frequency [19] , the following expression can be derived for a linear chirp: linear chirp of duration T = 10 ns defined in the range 2-10 GHz is reported in Fig. 1 together with the plot of the instantaneous frequency and of the spectral amplitude. Moreover, to illustrate how the higher the T × f product is, the higher is the confinement, the spectral amplitudes of two chirps having the same f but longer T are shown. Due to the aforementioned properties, linear chirp signals have been used for several years to perform spectroscopy analysis: if a linear chirp is used as input of a linear system, the output signal envelope represents the magnitude of the transfer function in the spanned range. In the present case, the FMR is an inherently nonlinear phenomenon but it is worth to study if the chirp excitation can represent a valid alternative to the standard procedure.
To accomplish this aim we executed various full micromagnetic simulations by exciting the structures below described with a RF current following a chirp waveform. In particular, we performed simulations by varying the duration, the bandwidth and the amplitude of chirp current waveforms. Furthermore, we compare the results obtained using UP and DOWN chirps. This comparison allows highlighting the nonlinear feature of the process, indeed, if the system was linear, the same spectral responses should be measured for both UP and DOWN chirps.
III. NUMERICAL MODEL
We compute the FMR using the presented method on two different structures. (1) is the FL and it is coupled to the Ta strip, while the thicker CoFeB (4) acts as a PL, with a magnetization oriented along the -y-direction [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Because of the ultrathin FL, we take into account a very high perpendicular anisotropy (K u = 0.9 × 10 6 J/m 3 ) and the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), due the coupling between the Tantalum strip (heavy metal with a large spin-orbit coupling) and the ferromagnetic FL [23] , [24] . The initial state of the FL magnetization is out-of-plane in the positive z-direction. The structure allows us to inject an in-plane current J T a (which gives rise to the SHE) through the Tantalum strip and a perpendicular current J MTJ via the MTJ stack. We perform micromagnetic simulations based on the numerical solution of the Landau-LipschitzGilbert-Slonczewski (LLGS) equation [2] , where the standard effective field, the magnetostatic field due to the polarizer, and the Oersted field due to the current are taken into account. In the case of the structure 1), the equation is described in [25] . Typical parameters are the free-layer are: saturation magnetization M S = 1000×10 3 A/m, damping constant α = 0.01, exchange constant A = 2.0 × 10 −11 J/m, uniaxial anisotropy 4 × 10 3 J/m 3 , spin polarization 0.6. The FL has been discretized in computational cells of 5 × 5 × 4 nm 3 . Regarding the structure 2), the spin-orbit torque term driven by SHE is also included in the LLGS [15] . Magnetic parameters are: M S = 1000 × 10 3 A/m, A = 2.0 × 10 −11 J/m, α = 0.015, spin angle α H = −0.15, and spinpolarization η T = 0.66. The description of the model lies beyond the scope of this paper and the reader can find exhaustive details on [25] and [26] . In both cases, the integration time step is 32 fs. The simulations have been executed using the time step setting the temperature at T = 1 K and the chirps used spanned the range 4-8 and 13-20 GHz for the structures 1) and 2), respectively.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scenario (A) several current waveforms were simulated. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the FMR curve obtained using sine excitation (FMR Sine ) and the FMR curves attained using UP and DOWN chirps (FMR UP and FMR DOWN ). At a first sight, it can be noted that FMR Sine and FMR UP/DOWN are similar even if, as expected, the magnetization dynamics shows a dependence on the excitation frequency trajectory due to the nonlinear nature of the process, i.e., the direction of the chirp is important. Indeed, the curves for UP and DOWN chirp reach the peak for different f values, ( f * UP and f * DOWN ). In particular we observed that f * UP and f * DOWN are almost symmetrical displaced with respect to the value f * SINE calculated by the standard method but in general chirp UP, with instantaneous frequency increasing with time, achieves results closer to the traditional FMR curve than the ones by chirp DOWN. We note also that the FMR linewidth , namely, the width of the spectrum resonance at half of the maximum, is larger for chirp UP and smaller for chirp DOWN, i.e., UP > DOWN . These facts suggest that the nonlinear nature of the process hampers the rise of the magnetization oscillations so that it is necessary a certain excitation time to reach their maximum. The result is a delay in the chirp response and therefore a blu-shift of the peak frequency in the UP case and a red-shift in the DOWN case. Moreover, this phenomenon is stronger (the delay is longer) for the DOWN chirp, so that the relative linewidth is more narrow.
The results obtained by varying the chirp duration and the excitation current amplitude are summarized in Fig. 4(a) where the trends of f * SINE , f * UP and f * DOWN versus the current amplitude and the duration T are reported. It can be also noted that the longer the chirp duration is, the closer are the FMR UP and FMR DOWN values to FMR Sine and a similar trend is attained by increasing the excitation current amplitude. At the same time, as the current increases, the resonance frequency 
The accuracy calculated for chirp-UP and -DOWN at different time duration and current are reported in Fig. 4(b) and (c), from which we can conclude that, for the estimation of the FMR for the MTJ structure, chirp-UP achieves in general better results than chirp-DOWN and it can represent a valid alternative to the traditional sine excitation. It allows the reduction of computational time and it provides a higher frequency resolution in the peak estimation. Furthermore, if a better accuracy is required, one can estimate the FMR peak frequency by taking the average of the results obtained with UP and DOWN chirps: FMR Chirp = (FMR UP + FMR DOWN )/2. Fig. 5 reports the values of FMR Chirp derived from the data shown in Fig. 4 and the relative accuracy. It is found that FMR Chirp exhibits an accuracy lower than 1 in all cases even for T = 10 ns. It is therefore possible to estimate the FMR peak frequency with good accuracy with two simulations of 10 ns employing a chirp UP and DOWN, respectively.
To further confirm this result, we performed similar analysis on the SHE-MTJ structure aforementioned. The curves of the FMR reconstructed using sine and chirp excitation are reported in Fig. 6 . Also, in this case, we found that the FMR curves obtained with chirp excitations are symmetrically shifted with respect to the resonance frequency individuated using sine excitation. As for the MTJ case, the UP chirp-based FMR curve exhibits a shift toward higher frequencies while DOWN chirp-based FMR curve is shifted toward lower frequencies and, also in this case, the UP chirp FMR curve is very close to the sine-based FMR curve. Moreover, for the UP case, sharp peaks are observed near the FMR, that are not detected by the sine-based method. The presence of these peaks will be better investigated to link to peculiar physical phenomena. Fig. 6 shows also the comparison of the FMR curve obtained by considering or not the DMI interaction: quite generally the FMR curve depends on this term but, for structures with circular shape as in this case, the FMR is not influenced by this term.
V. CONCLUSION
A numerical procedure for the characterization of the FMR response of MTJs exploiting chirp coded excitation has been presented. The results show that the chirp-based approach can be a valid and effective alternative of the traditional procedure allowing a significant reduction of the computational time. Moreover, the use of chirp signal has highlighted the peculiar nonlinear behavior of the FMR phenomenon and it is of interest to gather further information about this process. In this perspective, it has been proposed in the literature to use a nonlinear exponential chirp as an input signal to characterize nonlinear systems [28] and this method could also be applied for the characterization of the FMR. The use of chirp excitation is also interesting from an experimental point of view since it can find applications to characterize and exploit spin-diode and spin-oscillator MTJ-based structures. 
